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We have already known that child phycology is more times 
sensitive than other young adult. Concerning this issue, I want to 
explain one case study I did. It is a case of schoolgirl who suffered 
with child rapes in many times in tuition center, school, and even 
college while she was less than 18 years in age. The main cause 
was lack of love of parent and ignorance on child behaviors. She 
always expects a lot of love from her parent specially father, but 
her father had very rude behavior with her daughter while she was 
present in her home. Even she could not eat her breakfast with her 
father.

Then she became keen interested to get love and respect from 
other people both male students and male teachers. In her educa-
tion center, there were different behaviors male students and male 
teachers who speak false softness and false lovely, but she un-
knowingly believed them. Considering her nature, they arranged 
dating in resorts and hotels, but she became victim many times 
(about 25 times) what raised the result as suicidal tendency in her 
mind. She also attended 3 times suicide events. Considering these 
accidents, her mother came to me explaining her all histories even 
house environment and behavior of her father’s alcoholic habits.

I motivated her to attend the counseling sessions for both of 
her and her parents. It took time more than 50 episodes to encour-
age her to live surrounding different types of societies where her 
father was also one of the members of the same societies. At the 
beginning, she was educated till 12 grades. She joined college and 
study in Social Studies in the Bachelor level. Now, she graduated 
master’s degree in clinical psychology and has been involving in 
social works, but she lost her father due to realize his past bitter 

behavior with his daughter. The most strong and motivated change 
was to continue her further dedication after attending the counsel-
ling.

My recommendation is that “lack of parents love to their daugh-
ters in school age” creates a critical effect and face a bitter chal-
lenge for their life. So, it is recommended to be a good friend of own 
child and keep open mind for their own decisions specially to the 
girl child even their choice required in home or school both in the 
school age. If Parent do not give pressure on work and burden on 
decision specially to their daughters in school age, it encourages 
creative environment and positive psychological changes for chil-
dren brain development specially in school age.
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